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Abstract 
A system has dynamic adaptability if it adapts itself to a changing runtime 
environment. As open-ended distributed systems and mobile computing sys
tems have spread widely, the need for software with dynamic adaptability 
increases. We designed and implemented a language LEAD that provides an 
architecture for dynamic adaptability. The basic idea is to introduce a mecha
nism that affects procedure invocation dynamically according to the runtime 
environment. Using LEAD, we can easily achieve 1) construction of highly 
extensible dynamically adaptable applications, and 2) addition of dynamic 
adaptability into existing applications. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Open-ended distributed systems and/or mobile computing systems are be
coming common. When designing applications for such systems, accurate ad
vance information about its runtime environment is rarely obtainable. For 
example, the logical/physical location, hardware configurations (esp. includ
ing PC-cards), etc., may be unknown. Moreover, mobile agents in Java[l], 
Telescript[2] etc., can move between computing sites via the network. All 
elements (kind of computer, hardware and software configurations, physical 
surroundings of computer, etc.) may change. We use the phrase runtime envi
ronment to express these elements. Dynamic changes in runtime environments 
have a strong influence on application execution. We cannot ignore them. 

For example, 1) we use an application using remote procedure call (RPC) in 
mobile computing systems, 2) we use a full WWW browser on a personal dig-
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ital assistant (PDA). In the first case, when the network connectivity changes 
from wired to wireless, and vice versa, a problem occurs. Running the ap
plication connected to the network for a long time does not go well, because 
of low bandwidth, and possible disconnection of wireless communication, etc. 
In this case, we can handle the problem effectively by changing the behavior 
of the application from RPC to remote programming (RP) form [2]. In the 
second case, since the CPU power of a typical PDA is poor, and the hardware 
resources have many limitations, use of a large application like a full WWW 
browser is difficult. In this case, we can use it comfortably by restricting some 
functionalities. For example, by reducing the quality of images, or eliminating 
images, etc. Moreover, as the display size of typical PDAs is small, if we use 
the browser used on desktop environments, the look and feel becomes poor. 
We can avoid this by changing the sizes of fonts, windows and widgets, and 
the layouts of widgets, etc. 

It is difficult to implement such specific applications with adaptability to the 
runtime environment individually, because we cannot anticipate the dynamic 
changes in advance. The cost of the implementation is too high. Therefore, 
applications must have the ability to adapt themselves to dynamic changes. 
Such applications can make full use of properties in runtime environments and 
can handle limitations in them. We call such an ability dynamic adaptability; 
applications which have it are dynamically adaptable applications (DAAs). 

To realize dynamic adaptability, we need both operating system (OS) level 
adaptation and application level adaptability. The OS realizes the former 
through Plug and Play devices, dynamic alteration of IP addresses, etc. The 
latter occurs when applications change their behavior according to dynamic 
changes in runtime environments. Until now, only adaptation at the OS-level 
has been investigated. These OSs are called adaptable OSs. There are SPIN[3], 
Exokernel[4], Apertos[5], etc. However, that alone is insufficient. To realize dy
namic adaptability, we need to change the application's behavior. The relation 
between both kinds of adaptation is complementary. We aim for effective real
ization of adaptation at the application level. Our main goals are the following: 
1) the realization of highly extensible DAAs, 2) the introduction of dynamic 
adaptability into applications in existing languages, 3) the separation of dy
namic adaptability from the primary subject domain in the applications. The 
effective software architecture which satisfies these points is the meta-level 
architecture[6, 7]. A DAA in LEAD, our proposed language, forms a meta
level architecture, and has reftectivity[6]. Using LEAD, we can easily realize 
our main goals. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes 
the required mechanism to realize dynamic adaptability. Section 3 gives an 
overview of the architecture of DAAs in LEAD. Section 4 covers the main func
tionalities of LEAD. Section 5 discusses the runtime environment of LEAD. 
Section 6 shows programming in LEAD by using examples. Section 7 compares 
LEAD with related work. Finally, Section 8 provides a conclusion. 
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2 DYNAMIC ADAPTABILITY 

To realize the dynamic adaptability, we have designed a mechanism which 
changes procedure invocation dynamically according to the state of the run
time environments. In this mechanism, there are several definitions for a pro
cedure in an application. Then, the mechanism selects a suitable definition 
depending on the state, and it makes the application execute the selected 
definition (procedure). This mechanism has following merits. 1) The control 
mechanism of dynamic adaptability becomes simple, reducing the cost. 2) By 
adding suitable definitions depending on the states of runtime environments 
to the procedures, the extensibility of DAAs is improved. 3) This mechanism 
is well-suited to existing languages which have procedure call. Thus, we can 
easily apply this mechanism to applications written in existing languages. We 
call the procedures which change according to the states of runtime environ
ments generic procedures, and call the definitions of the procedures methods. 
To realize generic procedures effectively, the following mechanisms are neces
sary. 

1. The mechanism which obtains the states of environment elements ( e-elements) 
that construct the runtime environments. 

2. The mechanism which defines highly abstract e-elements and their states. 
3. The mechanism to describe a pair of runtime environment states and a 

suitable method depending on the state as an independent module from 
application programs. 

4. The mechanism which selects a suitable method depending on a state of 
runtime environments (adaptation mechanism). 

Since a runtime environment consists of several states of e-elements, the 
second mechanism is required. This mechanism hides low level states in the 
runtime environment from application programmers, therefore they can con
cisely describe highly readable programs. 

If we describe the codes of dynamic adaptability (adaptation codes) in 
applications directly, the adaptation codes and the codes of primary subject 
domain (primary codes) in the applications are mixed. Thus, readability of 
programs is reduced, and their maintenance becomes harder. Moreover, since 
it is difficult to handle unexpected states beforehand, extensibility of programs 
also becomes harder. These problems can be solved by the third mechanism 
{Fig.l). We can also realize reusing and/or sharing of adaptation codes easily 
by the third mechanism. 

To realize a generic procedure, we must prepare several suitable methods 
depending on the states of runtime environments. However, in open-ended 
systems and/or mobile computing systems, we cannot prepare all methods 
which correspond to all states. Therefore, we need the fourth mechanism and 
the strategy which links the states with the methods (adaptation strategy). To 
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realize dynamic adaptability in a flexible way, the adaptation strategy must 
be programmable. We also need a mechanism to describe it. 

LEAD is a language which has the above mechanisms. The LEAD runtime 
system (LRS) works as a server which provides dynamic adaptability for 
applications. 

Figure 1 Separation of con
cerns 

Figure 2 A dynamically 
adaptable application 

3 THE ARCHITECTURE OF DAAS IN LEAD 

A DAA in LEAD forms a meta-level architecture, consisting of an application 
(base-level) and LRS (meta-level) (Figure 2). Base level procedures should be 
changed according to the states of runtime environments They are defined 
as generic procedures and meta level methods using LEAD. The runtime 
environment of LEAD provides interfaces to communicate at both levels. The 
base level calls a generic procedure at the meta level via the interfaces. When 
the meta level receives a generic procedure call request, it obtains runtime 
environment state information from the OS. Then, using a built-in adaptation 
strategy, it selects a suitable method. The selected method is sent to the base 
level via the interface and is executed there. These actions are combined into 
a generic procedure call. 

It is difficult to realize DAAs which regard state changes as triggers, and 
change their own behavior by generic procedure call only. LEAD has asyn
chronous event functionality where the events express the occurrence of the 
states' changes of e-elements linked with the events' names. Using this func
tionality, we can implement DAAs efficiently and concisely. Asynchronous 
events are used with generic procedures which define the actions linked with 
occurrences of events. Applications can use events by specifying the events' 
names and generic procedures for the events in LRS via the interfaces. When 
the states of e-elements (events) which the application specified change, LRS 
notifies the application of changes asynchronously. In the application, the 
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generic procedures linked with the events are called (executed) automatically. 
These actions are combined into the specifying events' names and generic 
procedures for the events. Moreover, we can achieve event filtering easily and 
implicitly by using generic procedures as actions for the events. 

4 MAIN FUNCTIONALITIES OF LEAD 

4.1 Built-in functions fore-elements 

LEAD has built-in functions to obtain the states of e-elements (Table 1). 
These built-in functions' names are linked with thee-elements' names. Each 
function returns the state of the linked e-element as a numerical value. 

Table 1 Some built-in functions for hardware configuration 

Built-in Functions (e-elements) 

network 
memory 
display 
power 
battery 

Return Value (state of e-elements) 

network connectivity 
free memory size 
display size 
power source type 
battery remainder 

4.2 Definition of e-elements and states 

The abstraction of these e-elements (built-in functions) and their states (re
turn value) is low, and runtime environments consist of several e-elements. 
Thus we define higher level abstract e-elements and their states by using sev
eral e-elements. The following pseudocode defines more abstract e-element 
emergency and its states {TRUE, FALSE) by using memory and battery. 

emergency: 
i/ battery <= 5(%) and memory <= 5(MB) 
then TRUE ;battery remainder is 5% & free memory size is 5MB 
else FALSE 

A new higher level abstract e-element such as emergency can be shared 
and/or reused among several DAAs. 

4.3 Generic procedures and methods 

Generic procedures consist of elements in Figure 3. When we specify Generic 
as the App, the generic procedure can be shared among several DAAs written 
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in the same language. The E-list is a list of e-elements which are used when the 
LRS selects a suitable method depending on the state of runtime environments 
from several methods which belong to the generic procedure. 

(Generic Procedure} ((Name} (Lang} (App} (E-list}) 

(Name} 
(Lang} 
(App} 
(E-list} 

(Generic procedure's name} 
(Application's description language name} 
(Application's name}IGeneric 
( { (e-element}} *) 

Figure 3 The construction elements of generic procedures 

Methods consist of elements in Figure 4. The S-list is a list that describes the 
states of e-elements which can be selected, namely it is a list of conditions fore
elements defined in a generic procedure. Each condition in a S-list is evaluated 
at runtime by LRS. The evaluation is based on an adaptation strategy of LRS. 
A suitable method depending on the state of runtime environments is selected 
according to the result of this evaluation. 

The Location specifies the location of the host where the selected method is 
actually executed. We can use remote execution of methods, when we change 
RPC form into RP form, and vice versa, depending on network connectivity. 
(See Section 1.) We describe the execution code of the method (actual behav
ior) in the App-Proc. There are two ways to define App-Proc as follows. We 
describe, 1) the procedure's code as a string, or 2) the name of the procedure 
which implements the actual behavior in the application. 

(Method} 

(Name) 
(Lang) 
(App) 
(S-list} 
(Location} 
(App-Proc) 

((Name} (Lang} (App} (S-list} (Location} (App-Proc}) 

(Generic procedure's name} 
(Application's description language name) 
(Application's name)IGeneric 
( {(state of e-element)} *) 
(Host name)llocallremote 
(Procedure's code)I(Procedure's name} 

Figure 4 The construction elements of a method 
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4.4 The definition of adaptation strategy 

Method selection is realized by using the S-list in each method and adaptation 
strategy which LRS provides. The adaptation strategy evaluates the S-list in 
each method, and selects a suitable method depending on the states of runtime 
environments. 

It is impossible to realize a general and/or fixed method of evaluation, be
cause it is affected by the number, the relation, etc. of e-elements which are 
used in the S-list. In LRS, the adaptation strategy is realized as a generic pro
cedure in LEAD. We can customize it easily. Since the adaptation strategy 
provided by LRS is completely independent of DAAs and their generic pro
cedures, even if we change the strategy, we need not modify existing generic 
procedures and their methods. 

DAAs in LEAD can dynamically alter the adaptation strategy in LRS via 
the interface. Since the alteration has an influence on the method selection, it 
reflects the application's behavior. Namely, DAAs in LEAD have reflectivity. 

5 THE RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT OF LEAD 

5.1 Built-in adaptation strategies 

The built-in adaptation strategies which LRS provides are simple strategy and 
priority number strategy (priority strategy). 

(a) Simple strategy 
The AND strategy and OR strategy are simple strategies. The former evaluates 
all conditions in the S-list by using AND (A), and the latter evaluates them 
by using OR (V). The simple strategy is easy to understand and implement. 
However, there are cases where it cannot select a method. 

(b) Priority strategy 
In the priority strategy, each e-element is assigned a priority number (Table 
2) based on the order in which e-elements are defined in a generic procedure 
(from left to right). 

Table 2 Priority number and priority number list 

number, position, priority number of e-element 
list of e-elements 
priority number list (association list) 

= n, k,2n-k 
= (Et .. . En) 
= ((Et.2n-t} ... (En.2°)) 
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When a generic procedure is defined in LRS, LRS generates the priority 
number list for the generic procedure (Table 2). This list is a set of pairs, 
which consist of an e-element and its priority number. When LRS evaluates 
each state (condition) in the S-list in turn, LRS totals the priority number of 
the e-elements whose conditions are false as the negative sum, and are true as 
the positive sum, respectively (Table 3). cis an evaluation function on states: 
if Si is true then c(Si) = 1, otherwise c(Si) = 0. Then, a suitable method is 
decided by comparing these sums among methods. For the comparison, the 
following rules are applied in turn: a) to select the method where negative 
sum is minimum; {3) to select the method where positive sum is maximum. 

LRS applies the a rule to methods first. If a method cannot be decided, 
LRS tries to apply the {3 rule to methods selected by the a rule, and to select a 
method. To definitely select a method, LRS assigns 2n as the priority number 
to each e-element. The priority strategy can always determine a method. This 
strategy is based on an assumption that programmers specify e-elements in 
priority order when they define a generic procedure. 

Table 3 Positive sum and negative sum of priority numbers 

( e-element, state, priority number) 
evaluation function on states 
positive sum 
negative sum 

5.2 Communication interfaces 

In the LEAD runtime environment, there are interface functions which real
ize the communication of applications and LRS (Table 4). Applications can 
utilize functionalities of LRS with these functions. These functions can be ex
ecuted such as function call in applications. Implementation of these functions 
depends on the descriptive languages of applications. Therefore, each function 
is implemented in each language. 

Interface Functions 

GenericProc 
RegistEvent 
EventProc 
GenericStrategy 

Table 4 Interface functions 

Uses 

call generic procedure 
specify the asynchronous events 
specify the generic procedures for asynchronous events 
change the adaptation strategy 
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6 PROGRAMMING IN LEAD 

We have implemented a prototype of LEAD as an interpretive language which 
is an extension of Scheme*. This prototype supports Emacs Lisp, Perl, Tcl/Tk 
and Python as descriptive languages of DAAs. We can also describe DAAs in 
LEAD only. Then, we have also implemented the prototype, the communica
tion interfaces for these languages and examples on SunOS 4.1.4 and BSD/OS 
2.0.1 with Wildboar (support for APM {advanced power management), PC 
card services, etc.). 

6.1 Specification of examples 

We have implemented a dynamically adaptable text editor and resource mon
itor as examples of DAAs (Fig.5,6). These examples are GUI-based applica
tions, and their base language is TcljTk. They can be executed not only on 
desk-top environments, but also in notebook environments which have PC 
card slots and are battery-powered. In this paper, we show the description 
of the editor selectively. The specification of dynamically adaptable behav
ior in this editor is as follows. 1) It changes the size of the main and dialog 
windows and font according to the display size. It also changes the size and 
layout of widgets {improveming the look and feel). 2) It expands/contracts 
the size of the input-output (1/0) buffer dynamically according to free mem
ory size (saving memory and realizing efficient file 10). 3) It dynamically in
creases/decreases file auto-save intervals according to the remaining battery 
life. 

Figure 5 A dynamically 
adaptable text editor 

Figure 6 A dynamically 
adaptable resource monitor 

*It is not essential that the prototype be based on Scheme. We can also realize LEAD with 
other languages. 
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6.2 Describing generic procedures and methods 

Generic procedures are defined by using defgeneric, and methods are defined 
by using defmethod. These are special forms of LEAD. The following code is 
part of the generic procedure and its methods which realize the file-selection 
dialog in the editor. 

(defgeneric FileSelectDialog ; Generic procedure definition 
tel ;application's description language name 
Editor ;application's name 

(display)) ;environment elements (e-elements) 
(defmethod FileSelectDialog ;Method 1 definition 

tel ;application's description language name 
Editor ;application's name 

((display >= LARGE)) ;S-list (selective conditions) 
local ;execution location 
"proc FileSelectDialog {w} { ••• }" ) 

;application's procedure codes (Tcl/Tk) 
(defmethod FileSelectDialog ;Method 2 definition 

tel ;application's description language name 
Editor ;application's name 

((display = SMALL)) ;S-list (selective conditions) 
local ;execution location 
"proc FileSelectDialog {w} { ••• }" ) 

;application's procedure codes (Tcl/Tk) 

This editor uses display as an e-element to change its own behavior accord
ing to the display size. In each method, the condition (state) for display is 
specified. In above codes, method 1 is executed when the display size is large, 
and realizes the suitable dialog and widgets for the large display. Method 2 also 
realizes suitable dialog and widgets for a small display. We describe generic 
procedure call in the application (editor) as follows. 

GenericProc "Editor FileSelectDialog $w" #generic procedure call 

The arguments of the interface function GenericProc are the application's 
name, the generic procedure's name and arguments for the generic procedure. 

6.3 Using asynchronous events 

This editor uses an asynchronous event to note a change in the power source 
(power event). In notebook environments, users may switch the power source 
from AC power to battery, and vice versa. Changes cannot be predicted. Using 
asynchronous events, the editor need not poll to discover a change. Thus, its 
implementation becomes efficient and short. The following code is part of the 
generic procedure and its methods which realize file auto-save in the editor. 

(defgeneric FileAutoSave ;Generic procedure definition 
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tel 
Editor 

(pover) ) ;environment elements ( e-elements) 
(defmethod FileAutoSave ;Method 1 definition 

tel 
Editor 

( (pover = AC-POWER)) ;S-Iist (selective conditions) 
local 
"proc FileAutoSave {f} { ... }" ) 

(defmethod FileAutoSave ;Method 2 definition 
tel 
Editor 

( (pover = BATTERY)) ;S-Iist (selective conditions) 
local 
"proc FileAutoSave {f} { ... }" ) 

287 

This editor uses power as an e-element to change its behavior according to 
the power source. In the above code, method 1 is executed if the power source 
is AC power; if it is battery, method 2 is executed. When the power source is 
battery, the editor reduces the frequency of file auto-saves and saves battery 
consumption. To realize this behavior, we wrote the following description in 
the application (editor). 

RegistEvent "pover" #asynchronous event 
EventProc "Editor FileAutoSave Sfl" #generic procedure for the event 

RegistEvent and EventProc are interface functions. We use the former to 
specify the power event to LRS, and the latter to specify the generic procedure 
for the event to LRS. For the above editor code, when the power source 
changes, the editor receives the event asynchronously from LRS and then the 
specified generic procedure (FileAutoSave) is executed. 

6.4 Event filtering and dynamic adaptation using 
reflectivity 

In Section 6.3, we showed that the editor varied the frequency of file auto-saves 
according to the power source. However, we can consider the requirement that 
if the power source is battery and the battery remainder is about half, the 
editor decreases the frequency. Then, if the remainder is small, it does not do 
the file auto-save. We can easily realize this requirement by adding battery 
as an e-element, and the condition for battery to the g-eneric procedure and 
method 2 as follows. 

(defgeneric FileAutoSave ;Extended Generic procedure definition 
tel 
Editor 
(pover battery)) ;environment elements (e-elements) 

(defmethod FileAutoSave ;Extended Method 2 definition 
tel 
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Editor 
((power = BATTERY) (battery >= MIDDLE)) ;S-list 
local 
"proc FileAutoSave {w} { ... }" ) 

We must also add the battery event to the description in the application 
(editor) to obtain an occurrence of the change as follows. 

RegistEvent "power battery" # Appended Async Events 
EventProc "Editor FileAutoSave $fl" # Generic procedure for the Events 

The default adaptation strategy in LRS is the priority strategy. However, 
in the above case, the editor must not execute any methods for file auto-save 
if the method which satisfies its conditions in the S-list does not exist. There
fore, the priority strategy is unsuitable. To change adaptation strategy, we use 
the interface function GenericStrategy in the application (editor) as follows. 

#Adaptation strategy is changed from "priority" to "simple (and)" 
GenericStrategy "and" 

Changing the adaptation strategy from the priority strategy to AND strat
egy, if the power source is battery and the remainder is less than MIDDLE, the 
file auto-save is not executed. Namely, the event is filtered, and the function
ality of the editor is restricted according to the state of runtime environments. 
By changing the adaptation strategy again from the AND strategy to the pri
ority strategy, the restriction is released. We can realize dynamic adaptability 
in a flexible way as in this case. Changing the adaptation strategy is the same 
as changing the state in LRS. The result of the alteration reflects the applica
tions' behavior. DAAs in LEAD have such reflectivity. Dynamic adaptability 
based on alteration of the adaptation strategy uses the reflectivity of DAAs 
in LEAD. 

7 RELATED WORK 

Most existing work based on a linguistic approach to software adaptation 
aims at adaptation of objects in higher abstract runtime environments. In 
compositional interface[8], we need to describe the operations for objects ac
cording to the environment in objects completely beforehand. In Rome[9] and 
Clovers[10], though they can alter objects dynamically, they have not limited 
the dynamic alteration. Therefore, maintenance of programs becomes harder. 
In compositional adaptation[ll], the objects can be changed dynamically ac
cording to the environment. However, it cannot be considered the dynamic 
change of the environment itself. Gaea[12] does not have a mechanism to ex
press environments explicitly. In AL-1/0[13], meta objects have statistical 
information about the environment, and methods of meta objects can be exe
cuted according to the information. However, the kind of information is fixed 
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by the system, and the variety is low. Moreover, abstraction of the information 
is less. 

In LEAD, the S-list in a method expresses the states of runtime environ
ments. In a sense, we need part of the description of the runtime environments. 
However, since the method can be selected by using the S-list and the adap
tation strategy, we need not to describe the states of runtime environments 
completely beforehand. Even if the description is incomplete, by using the 
adaptation strategy, a suitable method depending on the states can be se
lected. We can minimize the description according to the implementation of 
the adaptation strategy. Then, defining the higher abstract e-elements, LEAD 
can realize the adaptation for higher abstract environments such as those in 
existing works. Moreover, though LEAD can introduce dynamic adaptability 
into applications written in existing languages, those existing works cannot 
do it. 

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have designed an architecture for dynamically adaptable software and im
plemented its description language LEAD. Moreover, by describing examples 
in LEAD, we have inspected the effectiveness of LEAD. 

Since DAAs in LEAD form a meta-level architecture, the readability is 
higher and maintenance becomes easier. Generic procedures have higher ex
tensibility and reusability. Using LEAD, we can extend existing software ef
fectively and efficiently. 

For future work, we plan to support Java and Telescript. Mobile agents can 
be described in them without considering the state of the runtime environ
ment. Therefore, they do not work well in some environments. We think that 
we can solve this problem by applying our approach to these languages. 
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